
  The quality of life in some cities is getting worse. What is the main cause of this and what solution 
can you suggest?

  In recent decades, living in urban areas have has become a prevalent trend. There is a widely held 
perception that the circumstances in megacities have been exacerbated which stems from a great 
deal of crime and pollution, therefore The authorities should take some steps either to decline 
ameliorate the problems or make encourage individuals emigrate from metropolitans. The essay turns 
the spotlight on these problems, which are quite common, and offers solutions as to how to get rid of 
such unwelcome conditions.

  On one hand, by growingwith the growth in the number of residents in megacities people have far 
more troubles to tackle with; difficulties like poverty or some psychological perplexing disorders lead 
cities to be faced with existing a plethora of culprits, hence unsecure insecure districts. Moreover, 
finding more job opportunities, individuals immigrate to larger towns that ends in intensifying 
inhabitants’ density, hence the air contamination.

  What is more as for ways of fighting back, there should be at least one proper solution for every 
single problem. Although social workers have been trying hard to reduce the amount of felony, they 
still fail to succeed in solving this issue, entirely; That means, needed are more efforts and research, 
which can be more efficient. Besides, the best way to address such common issues the government is 
had better to encourage citizens migrate to the countryside country sides or smaller cities by serving 
more convenient  attitudes amenities in health-wise, administrative and educational fields. All in all, 
by decreasing citizens in numbers, contamination’s issue might be solved for the years yet to come.

  In brief, according to the causes and solutions mentioned above, the key factor of in addressing all 
that matters in metropolitans metropolises nowadays is in the hands of government. That is to say, by 
offering better life conditions they can convince people to be more inclined with to/towards 
emigrating immigrating to other regions like rural areas. The more populaces’ density is reduced, the 
higher quality of life will individuals will be engaged with in every mega city.


